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I didn't need much persuading to head back to Brooklyn Winery for their first full release of red wines.  I'd tried a light
Pinot Noir alongside whites and a rosé back in May, but after a long waiting period, they were set to release a set of reds.

For good reason, there was some partying to be done too, in the Winery's high-ceilinged atrium.

The releases: a Cabernet Sauvignon from the 2007 Napa vintage, a 2010 old vine Zinfandel, and a 2010 blend of Merlot
and Cabernet from North Fork.
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These were all good drinking, even if the Zinfandel too fruity to appeal to my own palate.  What's more, I don't mean they
were good drinking...for wines made in Williamsburg.

Yes, vintner Conor McCormack receives whole grapes, stems and all, and turns them into wine on the premises here.  The
adjacent wine bar is intended, ultimately, to feature only the winery's own wines. The wines are being made gradually
available through other outlets too, including not only local restaurants like Dumont, Dressler, and Allswell, but a few
Manhattan hot spots such as Saxon + Parole, Joseph Leonard. Wine stores too.

There were some neat pairings from the kitchen.  With the chewy, mouth-watering North Fork blend, a nicely matched
warm chestnut soup with chanterelles.  Smooth and earthy.
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With the cabernet, an addictive snack: very tender, orange-glazed duck wrapped in a buckwheat crêpe

The alcoholic Zin rather overwhelmed a nice lamb tartare served on a tiny, smoky eggplant.  I'd pair it with something
spicy -- Mexican or Indian, maybe.
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And then there were generous platters of salume and cheese to pair with everything.

After judicious and repeated sampling, the Cabernet, a grown-up with wine with plenty of legs, got my vote. Make up your
own minds when the wines become available this Thursday.

Brooklyn Winery's website.
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